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Fascinating Facts:
 Just Kissed® Lip &
Cheek Stain not only
contains olive &
avocado oils to soothe
& soften, it also
features Triisostearyl
Citrate. This amino
acid enables pigment
to develop according
to the skin’s acid level,
so it adjusts to every
individual’s skin tone
giving a truly unique
colour.
 Facial scrubs only work
on the very top layer
of skin. Liquid
exfoliants are able to
absorb into deeper
layers of skin making
greater, positive
change.
Beauty Tips:
 Opt for mineral makeup if you have blemish
prone skin - it sits on
the skin but still allows
it to breathe, so it
won’t clog pores.

Unfortunately we will be
closed on
Tuesday 3rd March.
This is due to Vicki and
Kaye carrying out their
Lash Lift training. We
apologise for any
inconvenience caused, but
we are very excited to
finally be able to offer you
this treatment. Lash Lifts
will be available from
Thursday 5th March.
Please note a patch test is
required 24hrs prior to
treatment.

New Hours
Please note Vicki’s new
working hours, these will

take effect from
Wednesday 4th March.
Tuesday 9.30 - 5.30
Wednesday 9.30 - 5.30
Thursday 4.00 - 7.30
Friday 9.30 - 3.00
Saturday (every other)
9.00 - 3.00

Eyebrow
Lamination
We are very excited to
announce that we will be
offering Eyebrow
Lamination as of next
month.
Brow Lamination is a
process of restructuring the
brow hairs to keep them in
a desired shape. It’s the
perfect treatment for

anyone whose hairs are
irregular in direction, have
any gaps in between said
hairs, or who want that
groomed, brushed-up look.
Those who have an
abundance of brow hairs
will reap the benefits of
lamination as it can fix
thick hairs in place. Those
with finer brows can
benefit too, giving the
appearance of slightly fuller
brows and the hairs can be
styled to cover any sparse
areas. Not only that the
effects can last up to eight
weeks!
Please note we will be
closed between 10am &
2pm on Tuesday 24th
March for training

Product of the Month
Skin Omegas+

purity, quality 7 innovation.

Help to nourish dry skin.
Formulated with Vitamin A,
a key ingredient for skin
health, as well as omegas 3
and 6 fatty acids. Skin
Omegas+ is made from
premium, scientifically
researched Omega 3 from
EPAX, a world leading
supplier known for its

Benefits:
• Like an internal
moisturiser for the
skin
• Nourishes dry
skin
• Gives skin a luminous
glow
• Supports skin health

£63.00

